
National Curriculum Testing 
For 10-11 Year Olds: Year 6

Mathematics



COVID – impact on learning – Maths and English

• Gaps in skills and knowledge

• Changes to the curriculum

• Exam fatigue

• Confidence

• Concentration

• Reading and times tables

• Government and SATs

• Exam techniques

• Maintaining a breadth and depth of curriculum – not teaching to the test



Format 2019

The Key Stage 2 mathematics test comprises 

two components, which will be presented to 

pupils as three separate test papers. 

• The first component is an arithmetic paper. 

• The second component is made up of two 

mathematical reasoning papers; there is no 

significant difference in the format 

between these two papers. 

• No calculators are allowed for any of the 

papers.



Profile of content



Profile of marks



Thurs 16th MayWed 15th May

Timing and marks



Paper 1 - Arithmetic test

• The majority of the arithmetic calculations will be 

worth one mark. However, two marks will be available 

for long multiplication and long division.

• Partial marks will be awarded for correct working 

where the final answer is wrong but the pupil has used 

the formal method of working; where the grid method 
has been used for long multiplication or the ‘chunking’ 

method for long division, partial marks will not be 

awarded.

• Constructed response questions, presented as context 

free calculations. 

Format of questions



Paper 1 – Sample Q



Paper 1 – Sample Q



• Pupil record answers as a selected response, such as:

• multiple choice

• matching, pupils are expected to indicate which 

options match correctly

• true/false or yes/no questions

• Mathematical problems are presented in a wide 

range of formats to ensure pupils can fully 

demonstrate mathematical fluency, problem solving 

and reasoning. Up to 50% will be set in context.

or as a constructed response, such as:

• giving the answer to a calculation

• completing a chart or table 

• drawing a shape

• evaluating a statement or problem

Paper 2/3 - Reasoning tests

Format of questions



Paper 2/3 – Sample Q

Paper 2/3 - Reasoning test: selected response



Paper 2/3 – Sample Q

Paper 2/3 - Reasoning test: constructed response



Paper 2/3 – Sample Q

Paper 2/3 - Reasoning test: constructed response



Can any help be given 

It is important that children understand that the 

purpose of the maths papers are to test their 

mathematical abilities, not their reading ability.

during the test?

Teachers are able to read questions to pupils, 

but they cannot explain what they need to do 

or give alternative words to aid their 

understanding.



Common problems that pupils have.

• Rushing/ taking too much time on questions.

• Not reading the questions carefully – or not asking 
the teacher to read it to them if they are unsure of 
words.

• Not showing their workings – sometimes marks are 
given for correct workings. Even if children are 
capable of working these out in their heads, they 
should still show how they completed it.

• Vocabulary – children are expected to know a 
wide range of mathematical vocabulary.

• Not checking their work properly.

• Not completing all necessary steps for multi-step 
problems.



How can I help my child to 
prepare for the tests?

• Times table recall

• Use revision guides or websites to support 

your child’s learning.

• Real life maths
• at the shops

• in the kitchen
• logic problems in the newspaper

• telling the time



Preparing for the tests -

online support

• Mr. Hammonds maths website.
• Google ‘Ultimate KS Maths Organiser’

• Open the top result ‘Ultimate KS Maths Organiser – Gary Hill’
• https://garyhall.org.uk/Ultimate-KS2-Maths-SATs-Organiser-Y5-6-1.pdf

• Website has SAT’s questions,     

in topics, each with YouTube

tutorial on how to answer

the question.

https://garyhall.org.uk/Ultimate-KS2-Maths-SATs-Organiser-Y5-6-1.pdf


When?

14th May13th May12th May11th May



Equipment

Your child will need to bring:

• Pencil
• Pen (blue or black)

The school will supply the following 
equipment, where necessary:

• Rubber 
• Ruler (mm and cm)
• Protractors 
• Mirrors 



Reporting results

• The raw score on the test (total marks out of 

110 available) will be converted into a scaled 

score.

• Scaled scores ensure performance can be 

reported on a consistent scale for all pupils.

• Each pupil will receive an overall result 

indicating whether or not he or she has met 
the required standard on the test.



Advice from Pupils

The mocks seem harder than the actual SATs.

The more work you put in the better you do.

Don’t look at the clock constantly.

More than one pencil on your desk.

Don’t stress.

It isn’t life or death. 

Set yourself time limits for questions

Move on if your stuck.

The more you put in now the less stress you have.

Confident in your own ability.



Advice From Staff

Mr Braxton – “If it says add, 
add…. If its says subtract, 
subtract. Check the question. 
Don’t assume what it says.”

Miss Newport – “Check your answers 
carefully, you lose marks for careless 
mistakes. Does it make sense?”

Mrs Aggett – “Draw on the 
diagrams, fill in what you 
already know”

Mr Burrows – “Read the questions 
CAREFULLY and IDENTIFY what operation 
you need to solve the problem. Is there 
more than one step?”

Mr Tunstall – “Please don’t be 
afraid to ask for a question to 
be read. It helps”

Mr Massey – “Write all 
workings! Don’t be lazy!”

Mrs Cooper – “Underline 
the key operations 
and key words. Draw 
a diagram if it helps 
you.



Please use the Contact Form on our website

RJ / English / SATs Evening 2019

Any questions…



National Curriculum Testing 
For 10-11 Year Olds: Year 6
English – Reading & GPVS

English / SATs Evening 2020



Reading Grammar Spelling Writing
1 hour 

Reading 
Comprehension 
Examination

45 minutes

Grammar, 
Punctuation and 
Vocabulary 
Examination

15 minutes

20 Spellings taken 
from the Y6 
Spelling List

A portfolio of a 
pupil’s writing across 
a range of purposes.
A Writing Grid is used 
to assess whether 
the pupil can 
consistently use a 
range of skills in their 
writing.

Externally marked External Moderator 
looks at a sample of 
pupils’ work to agree
our judgements.



The National Age Related Expectations:

Pupils working at the expected standard are able to: 

show an understanding of 

the meaning of vocabulary 

in context 

retrieve key details and 

quotations from fiction and 

non-fiction 

provide developed 

explanations for key 

information and events 

accurately and selectively 

summarise main ideas, 

events, characters and 

information in fiction and 

non-fiction texts 

make developed inferences 

drawing on evidence from 

the text  and explain / justify 

them

make 

developed 

predictions 

identify / 

explain how the 

sequence of 

events 

contributes to 

meaning as a 

whole 

identify / explain how the 

choice of language 

enhances the meaning 

make accurate and 

appropriate comparisons 

within texts 



Reading Assessment Foci

10 14 2 22 0 1 1 0

10 13 3 22 0 0 0 2

6 21 1 18 0 0 3 1



The Reading Paper

The booklet contains three or four different texts. 
These can cover the following: narrative, information, 
opinion, letters, poetry, interviews, instructions, 
diaries and auto/biographies.

Children will have a total of one hour to read the texts 
and complete the questions at their own pace.



The Reading Booklet



Retrieval



Inference



Explaining the meaning of words



Preparation

• In English lessons, we use similar styled questions to facilitate 
pupils’ understanding 

• Past SATs papers will used during the build up to the tests to 
monitor pupils’ performance (this may be in class or for homework)

• Mock SATs examinations are used so that pupils are 
comfortable with the order and structure of the tests



How to support reading at home:

Practise their reading every day.  How much can they read and understand in 15 minutes?

Read a passage aloud.  Question your son/daughter about what he / she has read:  
Why did the character do….?  How was the character feeling when ……… happened? 
Why did the author use the word / phrase …….? What does the word…... mean?

Learn to work out new vocabulary from the context, looking at the stem of a word and 
making connections and look up new words that they meet in the dictionary.

Make predictions on what may happen next: Why does the last paragraph suggest might 
happen next? Why do think that? 

Make comparisons within an extract: How has the character’s mood changed from the 
beginning?

Accelerated Reader



Grammar, Punctuation, Vocabulary and Spelling

(In school we call this SPaG)



Grammar Punctuation Vocabulary and Spelling

English staff are using www.spag.com to test pupils’ 
understanding to inform teaching.

http://www.spag.com/


Grammar, Punctuation, Vocabulary and Spelling

1) Circle all the adverbs in the sentence below.
Open the drawers carefully and quietly 
when using the filing cabinet.

2) Add a suffix to this word to make an adjective.
dread ______________

3) Underline the subordinate clause in 
each sentence below. 

Although his Mum thought they 
were very smart, Peter disliked 
his new trousers.

Before he could go swimming, 
Ali packed his towel.



Grammar Punctuation Vocabulary and Spelling



Grammar, Punctuation, Vocabulary and Spelling

• Transporting

• Station

• Boiled

• Stapled

• Future

• Enough

• Feature

• Mattered

• Produces

• Disruptive

• Shipped

• Strength

• Umbrellas

• Released

• Variety

• Chief

• Familiar

• Physically

• Substantial

• Surprised

20 words are read out three 
times for pupils to write down.

e.g.

Number 1, The word is 
transporting
The ship was transporting the 
cargo to its destination.
The word is transporting



Grammar, Punctuation, Vocabulary and Spelling

Spelling in school

Spelling errors are identified in pupils’ extended 

writing as a individual focus for the pupil to correct 

and practise.

Regular spelling tests are being carried out (not just in 

English lessons), so pupils are expected to take words 

home to practise in advance of being tested.

Spelling Bee Competition – a fun, competitive strategy 

to learning spellings together with rounds and a grand 

final – adapted version

Spelling Booklets 
with word lists 
are handed out 
each term.  

Spelling Test 
results can be 
used as evidence 
for writing.



Literacy:
The English area of the Bitesize website is packed with activities and 
questions to help you prepare for the National Tests in English.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/zbr9wmn

Skillswise aims to help adults improve their reading, writing and 
maths skills. It is targeted at Level 1 of the adult Basic Skills Literacy 
& Numeracy Curriculums for England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise/words/grammar/

You might like to try some spelling practise on this archived BBC 
spelling 
site http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/spellits/home_y6flash.shtml

Useful websites:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/zbr9wmn
http://www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise/words/grammar/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/spellits/home_y6flash.shtml


For spelling practice, Ambleside Primary offer an automated Look, Cover, 
Write, Check word bank. Really useful for brushing up on Key Stage 2 
spellings.

http://www.amblesideprimary.com/ambleweb/lookcover/lookcover.html

This site will help with the new spelling, grammar and punctuation tests 
introduced in 2013

http://www.compare4kids.co.uk/spag.php

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/revision/index.htm

Oak Academy 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-
6/subjects/english

http://www.amblesideprimary.com/ambleweb/lookcover/lookcover.html
http://www.compare4kids.co.uk/spag.php
http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/revision/index.htm
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-6/subjects/english


Mrs Simpson: “Don’t use 
phrases that are too general 
like ‘they are all powerful 
words’.  You need to be more 
specific – why that word or 
phrase in particular?  How 
does that phrase make the 
reader feel?  

Advice From Staff

Miss Martin: “Be aware of the 

hour that you have and pace 

yourself. Read everything 

including the title and the 

introduction.”

Miss Broadhurst: “Highlight key 

words in the question which will 

help you to find the answer in the 

extract.”

Mr Jones: “If you are 

struggling to answer a 

particular question, move on to 

the next one. Revisit the 

question that you has trouble 

answering when you have 

finished the paper if there is 

time.”

Mr Burrows: “If there are images 

in the text, they are there to help 

your understanding – use them.”

Mrs Eardley: “With regard to the 

grammar paper, always proofread 

your answer. All sentences should 

begin with a capital letter and end 

with a full stop.”

Mrs Dickenson: “Make 

sure you are looking at 

the right page in the 

booklet to answer the 

questions – read the 

part they are talking 

about to refresh your 

memory and to make it 

clearer what they are 

talking about!”



SATs Guides
£8:00 
instead £20

RJ / English / SATs Evening 2019



Please use the Contact Form on our website

Any questions…


